
Digital Advertising Specialist

Summary
Responsible for effectively placing digital ads for the diverse client base of a rapidly growing Advertising Agency.

After our production team develops the creative, it's your job to make sure people see it, finding eyes & ears across
multiple screens and devices on whatever platform, service, feed, site, and channel consumers are using, from

Google to Social Media. You identify, target & reach our clients' next customers with strong & courageous content.

INTRODUCTION                                                                                                                                                                           
JoshuaOneNine believes our clients are worth a new creation, and we're shaping a community where businesses 
feel local, but never small. We're a relational marketing agency that creates and distributes strong & courageous 
content for local brands. Internally, our Christian culture openly and unashamedly embraces Jesus Christ, Bible 
study, and prayer. We value integrity alongside ability and character alongside competency. 

JOB DESCRIPTION      (  broad overview)                                                                                                                                  
Digital Advertising Specialist – reports directly to the Owner and is responsible for digital advertising content 
distribution and optimization, primarily SEM & Google Ads, social media ad platforms, streaming video/OTT, and 
streaming audio, plus additional digital options such as Email marketing and non-Google programmatic display. In 
addition to the placement and scheduling of digital ads, you are also responsible for optimizing, tracking, and 
analyzing their performance. You need to know how to evaluate what's working and why. Basically, whatever the 
creative team creates, you make sure people see it, hear it, and take action. 

SKILLS & COMPETENCIES     (three main categories, with other duties as assigned)                                          
Day-to-day, your responsibilities will include the following:

GOOGLE ADS, RETARGETING, ANALYTICS & GMB LISTINGS
 You need to become an expert in all-things related to ad placement using Google products. For paid efforts, 

you will be expected to effectively place client dollars into PPC Search, Display and Video campaigns 
(including YouTube), where you will manage dozens of ongoing campaigns & ad groups simultaneously.

 You will be expected to create and execute Retargeting campaigns using Google Display and Video.
 You will be expected to optimize, track, and analyze the performance and effectiveness of all your campaigns

via tools such as Google Analytics, Data Studio, and Tag Manager.
 In addition to paid Google efforts, you will also be responsible for each client's organic Google footprint, 

ensuring the ongoing accuracy of their GoogleMyBusiness listings.  

SOCIAL MEDIA AD PLATFORMS
 You will need to become an expert at Meta Ads Manager to create and schedule ad campaigns in Feeds and 

Stories on Facebook & Instagram platforms, and also to schedule and boost organic posts on our clients' 
pages & feeds using Creator Studio.

 You will be expected to use the Meta Pixel, and create & use Custom Audiences and Lookalike Audiences.



 You will be expected to execute Retargeting campaigns using social media platforms.
 You will also be responsible for occasionally live-posting pre-created content when it can't be scheduled in 

advance (such as Facebook events and organic Stories).  
 You will also be responsible for creating paid (and/or boosted) ad campaigns on other social media platforms

such as LinkedIn, Twitter, Pinterest, Snapchat, and TikTok.

STREAMING: AUDIO, OOH, DISPLAY & VIDEO/OTT
 You will create campaigns on self-serve streaming audio platforms such as AudioGo (Pandora) and Spotify.
 You will create streaming video and programmatic display campaigns using DSPs, self-serve publishers and 

devices/aggregators.
 Additionally, you will create campaigns on self-serve OOH platforms such as Blip.

OTHER RELATED DUTIES
 You will be responsible for our Agency's role in keeping client information up to date and optimized across 

a variety of 3rd party platforms, some of which are unique to their industry, and typically include: customer 
appointment setting; chat and text messaging; short-linking; email marketing; eCommerce; and digital 
directory listings.

 Regarding organic posting/publishing to our clients' social media platforms, you're not the one "coming up 
with the content," but you're always the one who loads it into the platform and clicks the Publish button, 
whether live or scheduled, whether paid or organic. (Which means you're always the last line of defense to 
make sure everything is correct before going live.)

SKILLS & COMPETENCIES SUMMARIZED
In summary, the key elements are: Google Ads & Analytics, Social Media Ads & Publishing, the non-Google world of 
placing ads in Streaming & Self-Serve ad platforms, and other related duties as assigned. You will be expected to do 
keyword research for Google PPC Search, as well as Display, YouTube, Facebook & Instagram ads, retargeting, 
audiences, and all the Analytics tools. 

SUMMARY                                                                                                                                                                                       
This is a very active, trusted, hands-on position working with small businesses in the local community. You will be 
the one suggesting budgets, placing digital advertising with limited client ad dollars, and clicking the buttons that say
Submit, Schedule, and Publish across all Google, Social, and 3rd party platforms. And then you'll be actively tweaking
and managing those campaigns based on your analysis of their performance. Aside from your screen, you'll also be 
eager to get out and forge relationships with our clients.

You're the messenger. You target audiences like a sniper, keyword research makes you oddly giddy, and you're 
borderline obsessive about optimization and efficiency. You know our strong content needs an audience, and you 
know exactly how to get the word out in this social/digital age. You love exploring the numbers, researching the 
anomalies, and you're always looking to identify and optimize the most valued segments of ears and eyeballs whose 
screen should be filled with our clients' content. 

Again, though, it's less about what you do and more about how you approach this opportunity. We value initiative, 
curiosity, proactive problem identification & solving, empathy, character, integrity, reliability, and professionalism. If
you find yourself drawn toward those sort of expectations and environment, if you know you have more gifts to give
and impact to make, if you'd love to spend your days doing meaningful things that matter, then let's go.

We're looking to build a culture of new creations with Christ at the center. If that excites you, be strong, courageous,
and take the next step forward.


